An increasing number of fields with high-viscosity crude is being exploited. The anomalies of the rheological properties of these crudes caused by a high resin and asphaltene (RA) wax content raises important difficulties in shipping them to refineries. Use of depressant additives [1, 2], SF [3] [4] [5] , and fields [6] [7] [8] is the most effective and efficient method of decreasing the viscosity of crude oil and increase the carrying capacity of pipelines.
The shear rate as a function of the shear stress for crude from well 69 is shown in Fig. 1 . This curve has three characteristic segments. Segment I corresponds to flow of the crude at low shear rates with almost no perturbation of the structure (appearance of creep), segment II corresponds to viscoplastic flow when shear stress of some value τ r is attained, and segment III corresponds to flow of crude at high shear stresses, where the structure is totally destroyed and the crude exhibits the properties of a Newtonian fluid.
The complex dependence of the viscosity on the external effect emphasizes a specific feature of the behavior of crudes with a high SF content. A positive viscosity peak at comparatively small shear stresses was characteristic of the crude from well 719 (Fig. 2) . At low shear rates (up to 50 sec -1 ), the viscosity of the crude and its compositions increases, probably due to phase transitions in the asphaltene particles.
In the phase transition, the surface energy of the asphaltene particles changes and the probability of their adhesion in larger aggregates increases, manifested by an increase in the viscosity of the SF-containing medium.
With a further increase in the shear rate, the aggregates formed decompose and the viscosity of the system decreases. These features were also characteristic of the crude from well 69.
The SF and HFEM field affect the viscosity of the crudes differently ( Table 2 ). The viscosity of the crude from well 69 decreased after addition of SF or treatment with the HFEM field. DEG had the greatest modifying effect. The viscosity of the crude from well 719 increased significantly after electromagnetic treatment. The resinous components of the crude were probably partially polarized and formed larger associates. As a consequence, It follows from the results that use of a HFEM field to improve the rheological properties of crudes with a high SF content is not always expedient. DEG -ethylene glycol diglycidyl ether -is the most effective for these purposes.
